Wake Island Figure I . Route structure for a double-crew, continuous flying operation carried out during the late I96Os. Two crews slept aboard the aircraft (yeW) and provided a capability independent of positioned crews. This operation from the United Kingdom via Alaska, Wake Island, Singapore and Persian Gulf was completed in less than 48 hours Previous research at the Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine (Clarke & Nicholson 1978 , Nicholson & Stone 1976 , 1979a ,b,c, Nicholson 1981 had shown that the 1,4-benzodiazepine, temazepam, a metabolite of diazepam which has no long-acting metabolite and which is rapidly eliminated, was a useful hypnotic for aircrew, and because of this experience -albeit in a less demanding situation -it was made available. Laboratory studies had raised the possibility that it may not maintain sleep under difficult circumstances (Nicholson & Stone I979a, Nicholson et al. 1980) , but, in the event, it proved quite adequate.
Temazepam (Normison; Wyeth) was used widely. The majority of aircrew took 20 mg to get to sleep at various times of the day, and experienced good sleep without side or residual effects. They were advised to take the hypnotic at least 8 hours before flights and, whenever possible, were given an initial test dose to assess any untoward effect; none, however, was encountered. In many cases there was no time available to give the test dose, but such was the usefulness of the drug that crews found that they could fly 6 hours after taking temazepam without any ill effect. A brief account of the work of the crews -in particular those involved in maritime reconnaissance and long-haul transportation -will make this clear.
The maximum flying rate in peacetime for the Hercules transport crews is 120 hours per month, though this has seldom been achieved. During the South Atlantic Campaign it reached 150 hours per month, and this could involve six long-range flights with duration's of up to 28 hours if a landing in the Falklands was not possible. Such flights usually extended over two nights. Most were achieved with augmented crews, which involved an extra pilot and navigator. Other crews were flying up to 19 hours in a single flight, and over a 3-month period some accumulated 360 flying hours. ·The very long flights were only possible with airto-air refuelling: this was a new task, because the aircraft had never been used in this way before. The problems associated with air-to-air refuelling from jet Victor tankers to turbo-prop Hercules were considerable and, because of speed differentials, a 'toboggan' descent for both aircraft was required during the refuelling procedure, resulting in a 10000 ft loss of altitude. This had to be carried out twice on the southbound leg of a round trip, so that if the aircraft could not land in the Falklands it would be able to return to Ascension -3500 miles away (Figure 4) . Air-to-air refuelling was a major requirement in the campaign, and the Victor aircraft proved indispensable. The aircraft operated on a daily basis out of Ascension. Up to 14 aircraft were required to position one aircraft in the total exclusion zone. The flights were of variable duration (2-14 hours), and involved flying hours up to 100 per month ( Figure 5 ).
Nimrod crews were involved in intensive maritime reconnaissance, and some crews reached up to 100 flying hours in 2 weeks ( Figure 5 ). Flights varied from 6 to about 20 hours, and the crews were augmented with one extra pilot and engineer. The aircraft spent many hours in transit and required air-to-air refuelling, which had previously not been attempted with this aircraft. . VClO aircraft operated from UK to Ascension and were used throughout the campaign. The crews were not unduly stretched and did not require hypnotics, although their normal peacetime flying rates increased from about 20 to about 100 hours per month. The crews were on schedules similar to normal route flying, although flights were more frequent. VClOs were also used in the aeromedical evacuation role, and II flights from Montevideo conveyed 565 casualties to the United Kingdom.
Harriers (GR3) were rapidly equipped with refuelling probes, and the pilots were familiarized with aircraft carrier operations. The aircraft were flown to Ascension with inflight refuelling. This was a 9-hour flight accomplished without any major difficulty. Previous experience in the human factors of long-range, air-to-air refuelling had been gathered during such operations with Lightning and Phantom crews in the early 1970s (Mills & Nicholson 1974) (Figure 6 ).
Some Harriers were transferred to carrier operations and took over the offensive support role, leaving the Royal Navy to revert to air defence and fleet protection. Initially they operated from HMS Hermes, but after the landings 2 aircraft used San Carlos as a forward and Victor (air-to-air refuelling) aircraft involved flights from Ascension Island into the South Atlantic base. They operated during the day only, with the pilots normally flying twice a day and able to get adequate rest at night. During the campaign they flew over 150 support and lowlevel reconnaissance missions, losing 3 aircraft to enemy action. No pilots were killed, but one was taken prisoner.
Helicopters were in short supply and this was accentuated by the loss of 3 Chinooks on SS .6
. Singapore Figure 6 . Route structure for an air-to-air refuelling operation during the early 1970s of fighter aircraft from the United Kingdom to the Far East via Bahrain. The aircraft (Lightnings) completed the operation in two parts, and were refuelled by tanker aircraft (Victors) from the United Kingdom, Malta, Cyprus, Middle East, Indian Ocean and Singapore
